Abstract-We compare the image quality of SPECT reconstruction with and without an anatomical prior. Area under the localization-response operating characteristic (LROC) curve is our figure of merit. Simulated Ga-67 citrate images, a SPECT lymphnodule imaging agent, were generated using the MCAT digital phantom. Reconstructed images were read by human observers.
I. INTRODUCTION
D UAL-MODALITY systems capable of providing physically registered images from x-ray computed tomography (CT) and single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) are beginning to have widespread clinical use. In previous work we have presented evidence suggesting it may be possible to improve SPECT image quality by providing the SPECT reconstruction algorithm with anatomical information, for example the boundaries of organs or lesions gleaned from CT data [1] - [3] . This paper expands on those results by having human observers, including nuclear-medicine physicians, perform a lesion search task on images reconstructed from simulated SPECT data. We compute localization-response operating characteristic (LROC) curves and use area under the curve (AUC) as the figure of merit to compare reconstruction algorithms. A total of nine algorithms are evaluated, including rescaled block iterative (RBI), and a variety of maximum a-posteriori (MAP) approaches incorporating varying amounts of prior knowledge about the anatomy.
Prior anatomical knowledge may consist of organ boundaries or lesion boundaries. Using the boundaries of "pseudo lesions", small structures visible in CT but which do not have increased radiotracer uptake, might induce false positives due to noise correlation [4] . One example a pseudo-lesion is a necrotic tumor which is visible in CT but not in SPECT. To assess this effect, we also include pseudo lesions in some of our anatomical priors.
II. METHODS

A. Data generation
Gallium citrate is a SPECT lymphoma imaging agent [5] , [6] . The Mathematical Cardiac Torso (MCAT) digital phantom was used to create 128 × 128 × 128 voxel maps of the distribution of 67 Ga citrate and attenuation in the chest [7] , [8] . 1-cm spherical lesions at various locations were added to the MCAT background. Simulated projection images were then generated from the MCAT maps using the SIMIND Monte Carlo package [9] .
B. Image reconstruction
Each simulated data set produced by SIMIND was reconstructed using nine reconstruction strategies. As a baseline we used the rescaled block-iterative (RBI) algorithm which had been optimized by previous model-and human-observer studies [10] , [11] . We also included two MAP strategies using simple quadratic smoothing with no anatomical prior, differing only in the strength of the smoothing prior.
The parameter β controls the amount of smoothing; higher values give more smoothing. Two values, β = 0.005 and β = 0.04 were chosen based on a preliminary study using model observers.
We also used MAP reconstruction with three types of anatomical priors: organ boundaries, organ boundaries plus lesion boundaries only when the lesion was present, and organ boundaries plus lesion boundaries when the lesion was present plus pseudo-lesion boundaries when the lesion was absent. Quadratic smoothing using a 3-D neighborhood was performed within each anatomical region, but not across anatomical code description RBI RBI, no prior, β = 0.0 w MAP, weak quadratic prior, β = 0.005 s MAP, stronger quadratic prior, β = 0.04 wO MAP, weak anatomical prior using organ boundaries, β = 0.005 sO MAP, stronger anatomical prior using organ boundaries, β = 0.04 wO+L MAP, weak anatomical prior using organ and true-lesion boundaries, β = 0.005 sO+L MAP, stronger anatomical prior using organ and true-lesion boundaries, β = 0.04 wO+P MAP, weak anatomical prior using organ, true lesion, and pseudo-lesion boundaries, β = 0.005 sO+P MAP, stronger anatomical prior using organ, true-lesion and pseudo-lesion boundaries, β = 0.04 no prior MAP, organ only MAP, organ & lesion boundaries (RBI) (sO) (sO+L) boundaries. The system model included corrections for attenuation, scatter, and 3-D depth-dependent resolution. The same two values of β were used as for the simple quadratic prior. Table I summarizes the reconstruction strategies. All MAP strategies were computed using the De Pierro algorithm, with an iteration strategy intended to achieve convergence [12] . A sample lesion-present data set reconstructed using three strategies is shown in figure 1.
C. Observer study
Transverse slices were then extracted from the images for analysis by the observers. This resulted in 300 simulated cases, of which exactly half included a lesion. We partitioned these into 100 training images and 200 study images.
The study began by having each observer read the 100 training cases reconstructed by each algorithm (total of 900 training images). After reading an image, the observer clicked the mouse on the most likely lesion location, and indicated how confident he was that a lesion is present at that location.
During training the computer provided feedback about lesion presence and location after each image. After completing initial training, we had each observer read two study sets per algorithm (total of 18 sets). Each study set consisted of 50 retraining images, for which feedback was again provided, followed by 100 study images with no feedback (total of 1800 study images). Each observer read the sets in a different order.
Our observers were three scientists from our medical-physics group, and two nuclear-medicine physicians from our clinic. Figure 2 shows the average area under the LROC curve for each algorithm. The bars indicate reader variability for that algorithm, ranging from the lowest area to the highest area. Algorithms sO+L (strong anatomical prior giving both organ and true lesion boundaries) and sO+P (strong anatomical prior giving organ, true lesion, and pseudo-lesion boundaries) had the best performance. The lowest-performing reader using these algorithms beat the highest-performing reader using RBI.
III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Two-way ANOVA indicates that there is a statistically significant difference in average AUC between the algorithms, and also a statistically significant reader effect (p < 10 −8 ). A pairwise comparison using Tukey's Honest Significant Difference (HSD) test shows that the four strategies using prior knowledge about lesion boundaries (wO+L, sO+L, wO+P, sO+P) are all superior to RBI (p < 0.05).
However, the two strategies with just organ boundaries (wO, sO) are not significantly better than RBI. This is unfortunate, as the situation in which a lesion is visible in SPECT but not in CT occurs in clinical practice. For MAP reconstruction with simple quadratic smoothing, strengthening the prior decreases performance (w vs. s), while for all the anatomical priors strengthening the prior increases performance. Our pilot study with model observers predicted we would not see much change in AUC between these prior strengths. Finding a larger difference than expected suggests that we may not have yet found the best value of β. Thus by optimizing β it may be possible to find an anatomical MAP strategy with even better performance than the strategies shown here.
This study does not address two important issues. The first has to do with how to best provide the observer with the fruits of high-resolution anatomical knowledge. Here we have done so by incorporating anatomy into the SPECT reconstruction process, but have not given the observer direct access to the anatomical data. However in SPECT/CT clinical practice the physician will fuse the SPECT and CT images, which has been shown to help lesion localization [13] . How much does incorporating an anatomical prior into SPECT reconstruction improve observer performance when the observer has direct access to the high-resolution anatomical data?
The second has to do with mismatch between the prior and the SPECT acquisition. For example there might be registration error between the anatomy and the SPECT data, or there might be segmentation errors in the anatomical prior. How accurate does the anatomical model need to be to get a significant improvement in observer performance?
IV. CONCLUSION Lesion-detection accuracy improves when prior knowledge of both the organ and the lesion boundaries is incorporated into the SPECT reconstruction process. Including pseudo lesions, regions defined in the prior which do not have increased uptake, does not degrade performance. Prior knowledge of only the organ boundaries, but not the lesion boundaries, does not improve performance by a statistically significant amount. The possibility exists of further improvement in observer performance through optimization of β.
